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ABSTRACT
This paper addresses the problem of orbit transfers from a Mars
parking orbit with an inclination of 165 degrees to the Mars moons.
The transfer can be accomplished using a three impulse transfer.
The current 1999 baseline manned Mars mission requires a Mars
parking orbit with an inclination of 165 degrees. This orbit Inclination
is necessary due to the direction of the Mars arrival and departure
asymptotes of the interplanetary trajectory. The selection of this
Inclination for the parking orbit minimized the delta velocity require-
ments at Mars arrival and departure. This presents a problem in making
transfers from this orbit to either Phobos or Delmos since It Is a
retrograde orbit. It is possible to make this transfer efficiently using
a three impulse transfer and an Intermediate transfer orbit with a very
large apogee altitude. This paper will show how the Intermediate
transfer orbit apogee can be determined based on a preselected transfer
time, the delta velocities required as a function of transfer time, and
the propellant required as a function of mission module weight for a
transfer time of 5 days. The data presented in this paper is specifi-
cally for the 1999 opposition class mission but the methods outlined are
applicable to any other mission which requires a high inclination parking
orbit.
DISCUSSION
The three impulse transfer begins with a propulsive burn at the
apogee or perigee of the parking orbit which puts the spacecraft Into an
orbit with a very high apogee. The apogee of this intermediate orbit is
selected on the basis of a desired transfer time. When the spacecraft
reaches the apogee of the intermediate orbit, its orbital velocity Is at
Its minimum value. At this point, the second Impulse Is made to perform
the desired plane change. The second propulsive burn puts the spacecraft
into a poslgrade transfer orbit to Phobos or Delmos which is In the plane
of the moons' orblt. The third impulse is made when the spacecraft
reaches Phobos or Detmos. This propulsive burn puts the spacecraft lnto
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the moons' orbit. To return from Phobos or Deimos to the original
parking orbit, the sequence is reversed.
The calculations required to determine the altitude of the Interme-
diate transfer orbit are as follows:
ax = r I + r 2
2
ax = r 2 + r 3
2
 v2:fVx +v2XB - 2VxA VxB cos (Ai)
where:
AV3=
X
VxA r_ axA
l
r3 a3 r3
valueThe of r 2 can be found by iteration of the above calcula-
tlons until the desired transfer time, t x is achieved.
Phobos and Detmos could be visited sequentially during the same
mission. The delta velocity required between the orbits of Phobos and
Delmos is 2,460 feet per second. The total delta velocity for the
sequential vlslt is obtained by adding this value to that for a one way
transfer from the parking orbit to the first moon plus the delta velocity
for a one-way transfer from the second moon back to the parking orbit.
Figure 1 shows a profile of the three-impulse transfer from the parking
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shows
time.
to either Phobos or Deimos. Figure 2 shows the altitude of the
of the transfer orbit as a function of transfer time. Figure 3
the one-way delta velocity requirement as a function of transfer
Figure 4 shows the propellant requlred for a 5 day transfer to
Phobos or Deimos as a function of mission module weight. These data are
based on the assumption of a mass fraction of .84 and an I of 370
sp
seconds.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS
a I = seml-maJor sxls of Mars parking orbit
a 3 = seml-maJor axls of Mars moon orbit
aXA= seml-major axis of first transfer leg
aXB = seml-major axis of second transfer leg
A i = plane change angle
AV 1 = first delta velocity
V2 = second delta velocity
A V3 = third delta velocity
VXA = apogee velocity of transfer orbit before the second impulse
VXB = apogee velocity of transfer orbit after
rI = orbit radius at first impulse
r2 = apogee of intermediate transfer orbit
r3 = orbit radius at third impulse
t = transfer time
x
ffigravitational constant for Mars
I = specific impulse
sp
the second impulse
= 42,860 km 3
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